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Abstract: The article looks at word-formation means of textual cohesion and coherence. The analysis shows that the repetition of a suffix, prefix, confix or a base in adjacent or distant sentences in small textual segments can ensure the latter’s cohesion. The ‘source word – derivative’ pair has a considerable cohesive potential. It is especially typical of syntactic derivation. The nominalization of the verb – the predicate of the base sentence, its communicative nucleus – and its use in the next sentence, adjacent or distant one, indicates the theme and ensures the communicative prospects of a sentence within the context of the developing and unfolding text. Textual cohesion is provided by ‘source word – derivative’ word-formation pairs beyond syntactic derivation – when we deal with mutation and modification. The components of complex word-formation units – word-formation paradigms, word-formation families – can be used as cohesive devices because they share the same root morpheme, which is the bearer of general semantic meaning inherent in all members of a paradigmatic grouping.
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One of the basic categories of text is its grammatical, semantic and thematic unity. Modern linguistics offers various interpretations of textual unity. Some scholars regard it as ties that bind sentences together, thus creating internal textual connections at the local level. It is also called textual cohesion. Others take a broader view on textual unity and define it as the unity of parts within the whole, the wholeness of text, its global unity. The ability of text to develop connections not only at the level of sentences or groups of sentences, but also at the level of the whole text is called coherence. Coherence and cohesion are heterogeneous manifestations of textual unity, which is realized through different linguistic means [1, p. 50–51; 2, p. 184–187; 4, p. 131–132; 6, p. 3–18]. This article discusses word-formation means of textual cohesion and coherence.

There is a whole range of word-formation units, from the simplest, elementary to complex ones: derivational morphemes, bases, derivative words, ‘source word – derivative’ word-formation pairs, word-formation paradigms, word-formation families, word-formation types and word-formation categories. All of them, each in its own way, can ensure the grammatical, semantic and thematic unity of text – at the local level or the global one, or both. Not only various word-formation units, but also features of word formation and word-formation phenomena that show themselves in text – word-formation motivation, kinds of word formation such as mutation, modification, transposition – should
be regarded as the means that provide textual unity. Typically, it is repetition that makes it possible for the word-formation means to fulfill their cohesive function.

According to V.O. Lukin, "the notion of repetition is so important because it is a defining factor in textual coherence: a sequence of signs is considered to be coherent due to the repetition of particular signs, their forms and meanings; being repeated, they link the sequence together, ‘sew it together’ into one separate whole" [9, p. 24]. Thus it follows that the repetition of language units is one of the most important means of ensuring both cohesion and coherence of text.

Elementary word-formation units – word-formation formants, bases – are involved in the formation of text, in the realization of its categories not independently, but as parts of relevant derivational structures. The repetition of a particular suffix, prefix or confix in adjacent or distant sentences in small textual segments can ensure the latter’s cohesion. Consider the following examples: Був період, коли послідовних борців за незалежність України, за відродження української нації наші вороги називали “ма-зепинцями”. Пізніше – “петлюрідцями”. Затим – “бандерідцями”. Сьогодні такі людей називають рухівцями” (Cited from V. Chornovil’s speech at the 7th All-Ukrainian Congress of the People’s Movement of Ukraine (often referred to as the Movement; Ukrainian: Рух, Рух); October 28, 1997) (There was a period when our enemies would call a staunch fighter for the independence of Ukraine, for the revival of the Ukrainian nation “Mazepivets”. Later, “Petliurivets”. Then, “Banderivets”. Now such a person is called “Rukhivets”); A мінімічність, починаччю з другої половини того берега, стала моїм демоном номер один. Мінімічність і тимчасовість, і зникомість – скільки ще назв у цієї примари? (Yu. Andrukhovych. Лексикон інтомішних мов (And, beginning from that second half of March, transitory existence became my number one. Transitory and temporary, and momentary – how many more adjectives can describe this phantom?) (Yu. Andrukhovych. The Lexicon of Intimate Cities); Найогністі охі порожні, / Найшіршіше мовчить ероза, / Найпіскемніші душі величні, / Найпідліша зрикає слова. / Найпрекрасніші мати цвіся, / Найсоломні козячі вусна, / Найучасніші душа незрадлива, / Найвзагадніші людина проста проста (V. Symonenko. Найшвидші охі порожні) (The most disgusting are blank eyes, / The most threatening is the silence of a storm, / The most worthless are the souls of grandees, / The most treacherous are false tears. / The most beautiful is a happy mother, / The most desired are the lips of your love, / The most faithful is the heart of a true friend, / The most complex is a simple person) (V. Symonenko. The Most Disgusting Are Blank Eyes); I все більше від нього віддалюся / мої материк. / Можна вже переїхати. Перебути. / Свій жаль перешарпати (O. Slonovska. Shchos take zapodiialos) (Ever further from him / moves my continent. / It helps, crying over it all. Musing over it all. / Trying to get over this pain) (O. Slonovska. Something Miserable Has Happened).

The repetition of the suffixes -ець, -иць, the prefixes най-, пере- in the words that belong to the same word-formation type links together the sentences, in which they are used, ‘sews them together’, thus creating a segment of text on the basis of formal and semantic unity of its components; ‘repetition at the semantic level, together with the repetition of the parts of a word that have a similar form (most often derivational morphemes), sets a specific sound pattern, which makes texts of both poetry and prose sound “poetical” [5, p. 21].

Similarly, textual cohesion can be achieved through the repetition of the base in the structures of derivatives with different formant morphemes. The repetition of the base in derivatives with different lexical meanings is an important factor ensuring both cohesion and coherence, since the semantics of the base is more concrete than that of formants, and it is the base that conveys the meaning common to a group of base-related words. The ‘source word – derivative’ pair is the simplest example of how the repetition of the base can serve the function of creating text.  

In this article, all the quotations are translated from the sources listed in References.

Here and below, emphasis added. The study is based on the Ukrainian language; the examples illustrate specifically Ukrainian means of ensuring textual cohesion and coherence. The translations preserve the content of the original texts, but not their morphological or lexical form.

Mazepivets, Petliurivets, Banderivets, Rukhivets – Ukrainians committed to the idea of national independence; derivatives of the names: I. Mazepa, Hetman of Zaporizhian Host in 1687–1708; S. Petliura, Supreme Commander of the Ukrainian Army and President of the Ukrainian National Republic in 1918–1921; S. Bandera (1909–1959), revolutionary, politician and ideologue of the Ukrainian nationalist movement; Rukh, Ukrainian centre-right political party, founded in 1990.
The ‘source word – derivative’ pair is the most common cohesive device that ensures textual unity, especially in the case of so-called syntactic derivatives [8, p. 57–70], derivative verbal nouns, derivative adjectival nouns, which have developed the abstract meaning of thingness. The nature of such derivatives is reflected in their names: having the features of the noun, they convey the lexical meanings of action, state, property typical of their source words and perform the syntactic functions of the subject and the object, which are not characteristic of verbs and adjectives. The phenomenon of syntactic derivation is correlated to transposition as a kind of word formation [12] and to one kind of nominalization [10, p. 39–52]. According to R. Z. Muriasov, ‘nominalization is, first of all, repetition, indication, i.e. a kind of indicative deixis’ [10, p. 48]. The nominalization of the verb – the predicate of the matrix sentence, its communicative nucleus – and its use in the next sentence, adjacent or distant one, indicates the theme and ensures the communicative prospects of a sentence within the context of the developing and unfolding text [10, p. 46]. Consider the following examples: Венеція туманна. Її туманність у разі насичення від лондонського чи будь-якої іншої (Yu. Andrukhovych. Leksyon intymnykh mist) (Venice is foggy. Its fogginess is far more intense than that of London or any other one) (Yu. Andrukhovych. The Lexicon of Intimate Cities); (Я була малюю города, – Щоб не плакати, я сміялась… / I, забувши давню гордисть, / Плачу я, щоб не сміятись (Lesia Ukrainka. Yak dytnyu, buvalo) (My pride would then assert itself / I laughed in order not to cry … / And so, surrendering my pride, / I cry in order not to laugh) (Lesya Ukrainka. As a Child, I Sometimes Fell [13, p. 73]; in the original Ukrainian text the author uses the words the words горд – proud and гордість – pride); Ми чомусь досить відверто пишемось з цього пригоду. В еCeCeCеPePі, з якого до справжнього Парижа переїхати не йшлося, підставою для пиша- ння можна стати навіть це (Yu. Andrukhovych. Leksyon intymnykh mist) (For some reason, we were proud of this fact. In the Soyuz Sovetskikh Sotsialisticheskikh Respublik (U.S.S.R.), from which people did not typically go to Paris, even this could become something to take pride in) (Yu. Andrukhovych. The Lexicon of Intimate Cities).

Textual cohesion can be provided by ‘source word – derivative’ word-formation pairs beyond syntactic derivation, when we deal with mutation and modification. For example, Я задрив йому і ревнивав її. Зрештою, в поляків це чомусь одне й те саме слово, ти знаеш. Я жахливий ревнивець, особливо, коли йдеться про цієї незначних дівчат, які при мені виявляють закоханість у своїх супутників (Yu. Andrukhovych. Leksyon intymnykh mist) (I was envious and jealous of him. After all, you know that the Poles, for some reason, use the same word for both things. Jealousy is my second name, especially when it concerns absolutely strange girls showing romantic feelings for their companions in my presence) (Yu. Andrukhovych. The Lexicon of Intimate Cities); Я, підій Ото фон Ф. з пив'ару на Фонвізін, прирах ям наперечувати. Я заперечував будь-яку вищість російського, а для цього мусив їх іншаукати. Моїм шокером була зневага, а моя зневага формою виявлення (Yu. Andrukhovych. Leksyon intymnykh mist) (I, like Otto von F. from the beer hall on Fonvizin Street, desired to contradict their opinion. I denied the superiority of whatever is Russian; to beat them, I had to shock them. My shocker was contempt, and my contemp was a form of liberation) (Yu. Andrukhovych. The Lexicon of Intimate Cities). Typically, micro-text contains a source word in the context of a complete motivational statement, whose derivative is a bridge between the preceding and the following segments of text; for instance, Нині він [привіт Юрія Шкрілляк] дає новий поштовх гуцульській різьбі. Новатор (S. Pushykh. Pero Zolotoho Ptaka) (Nowadays he [Yurii Skribliak’s grandson] gives a new impetus to the Hutsul art of woodcarving. An innovator) (S. Pushykh. A Feather of the Golden Bird).

The logic behind the creation of text that contains ‘source word – derivative’ word-formation pairs does not always reflect the logic behind motivational relations in word formation. The components of the ‘source word – derivative’ pair can be used in direct or inverted order; in both cases they enhance textual cohesion. At the same time, when in a certain text a derivative precedes its source word (inverted order), in addition to performing cohesive function, it obtains the meanings of circumstanciation, concretization, specification, classification and other semantics. For instance, Про нього люди казали, що він богу. Він був як бог, знаменій і сильний, той гравдичок і мольфар. В своїх дужких руках тримав сили небесні й землі, смерть і життя, здоров'я маржини й людини, його боїлись, але потребували всі (M. Kotsiubynsky. Tini zabutykh predkiv) (People said he was a god. He was god-like,
endowed with knowledge and power, that healer and wizard. In his strong hands, he held the forces of heaven and earth, the health of both cattle and humans; he inspired fear, but everybody needed him) (M. Kotsiubynsky. Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors); Such one one should call it the word обережі? They are not, in their books, to ruhins. This is not, by knowing or knowing two oséla, бережити, to do not do that not had and other things is not. [...] and they not want their own Beresin through colonization (V. Skuratovsky. Berehynia) (So you ask about me apotropaics? There are, on the ends of the embroidered towels. Listen to what I tell you, they are the guards of our dwellings, they protect our homes against hobgoblins [...] and one more thing you should remember: apotropaics guard their Protectress against hobgoblins (V. Skuratovsky. Protectress).

The repetition of the base is not confined to the ‘source word – derivative’ word-formation pairs; it can occur if a pair of derivatives share the same base, but have suffixes with opposite or different meanings. In such cases, textual cohesion is based on the repetition of the same base in the structures of derivatives whose formants not only indicate the difference between them, but also emphasizes the repetition as a device that ensures cohesion through the overlaid meanings of polarity, contiguity, semantic affinity and dissimilarity, etc. Consider the following examples: Я б віддав отой химерний / Твій таємний світ інадхарній / За наземне справжнє графство, / За підхарній замок гарний (Lesia Ukrainka. Davnia kazku) (I would give that ephemeral / Secret world of yours in the skies / For a real county on the earth, / For a handsome castle standing under the skies) (Lesya Ukrainka Ancient Fairy Tale); They are to distinguish between the same means; in other words, this idea is specified in the derivative meaning of lexemes, which enables the author to express their thoughts and attitude, and provides the coherence of a given text, its integrity and wholeness [3, p. 111].

Consider several excerpts from S. Pushyka’s essay Daraby plyvut i lehendu (Darabas’ Float into Legend), a story about the last rafting down the Cheremosh River in the Carpathian Mountains. Its thematic unity is based, among other things, on the repetition of the components of the word-formation family with the main constituent защасти (плисити) (to float). The derivatives sharing the same root плюс(і) are used in the introduction to the essay: I не город знал про те, что из сам Черемош не хотят з цим змиритися, що він уже не буде важатись робітником лісосплаву, аби до хати не злилися; але... інших держав. I in other words, this idea is specified in the derivative meaning of lexemes, which enables the author to express their thoughts and attitude, and provides the coherence of a given text, its integrity and wholeness [3, p. 111].

Both the word-formation paradigm as a complex word-formation unit, whose co-derivatives share the same base, and the word-formation family as the aggregate of words that share the same root morpheme and are systematically organized according to derivational principles can provide textual coherence. The latter can be realized through the repetition of the base in the words that share the same base or the same root. Derivatives with the same root morpheme and different derivational formants that are intentionally introduced into a literary text specify the general semantic idea inherent in the above morpheme; in other words, this idea is specified in the derivative meaning of lexemes, which enables the author to express their thoughts and attitude, and provides the coherence of a given text, its integrity and wholeness [3, p. 111].

Consider several excerpts from S. Pushyka’s essay Daraby plyvut i lehendu (Darabas’ Float into Legend), a story about the last rafting down the Cheremosh River in the Carpathian Mountains. Its thematic unity is based, among other things, on the repetition of the components of the word-formation family with the main constituent защасти (плисити) (to float). The derivatives sharing the same root плюс(і) are used in the introduction to the essay: I не город знал про те, что из сам Черемош не хотят з цим змиритися, що він уже не буде важатись робітником лісосплаву, аби до хати не злилися; але... інших держав. I in other words, this idea is specified in the derivative meaning of lexemes, which enables the author to express their thoughts and attitude, and provides the coherence of a given text, its integrity and wholeness [3, p. 111].

Consider several excerpts from S. Pushyka’s essay Daraby plyvut i lehendu (Darabas’ Float into Legend), a story about the last rafting down the Cheremosh River in the Carpathian Mountains. Its thematic unity is based, among other things, on the repetition of the components of the word-formation family with the main constituent защасти (плисити) (to float). The derivatives sharing the same root плюс(і) are used in the introduction to the essay: I не город знал про те, что из сам Черемош не хотят з цим змиритися, що він уже не буде важатись робітником лісосплаву, аби до хати не злилися; але... інших держав. I in other words, this idea is specified in the derivative meaning of lexemes, which enables the author to express their thoughts and attitude, and provides the coherence of a given text, its integrity and wholeness [3, p. 111].
і пороги та коліна, де штучне озеро
– hnytsia timber rafting firm, all of them were from the village of Vladiv
–_hubchuk says he started timber rafting at fourteen. (Few people knew
that the Cheremosh himself could not believe it – he would not be called a worker of the forest industry any more, it was the end of the no-less-than-two-thousand-year-long epoch of timber rafting in the Carpathians. The Cheremosh refused to accept it! The last timber raft was sent from the upper reaches of the White Cheremosh, from the river of Verkhnia Yalovychora, on Wednesday, August 9. But that 335-cubic-metre caravan did not reach the town of Vyzhnytsia that day, because the Cheremosh rebelled, as a proud Hutsul, whom they want to deprive of his honour and glory; heavy showers stormed over the mountains, great waters rushed down the Cheremosh, taking the rafts along with them; and the pilots decided to stop the raft near Marine, where the rapids and the bends were so dangerous, where a ‘klause’, a man-made lake on the dammed river, could save their lives; and there that timber raft, that last daraba, had to wait, moored to the bank, till Saturday, August 14.)

Further in the text, the author uses other derivatives, which contain the same пліс(а) root morpheme, and repeats the above ones. Consider the following excerpt: Дуже скоро почалася тогорічна весна й у черемоських сплавників: 24 березня з села Устеріки, де сплавляються біля з Чорною рікою, а трохи низше з буковинського боку вилітаеться й річка Путила, прикрашений і природними плів первими сплави; В понеділок, як і завжди, рано-раніччя великі машини сплавників у верхів’ях річок; Плотогони, хоч і сплавляли ліс, із Буковини, хоч і рахувалися робітниками Вижницької сплав-контори, були з села Владів-Ростоки; За технікою безпеки стороннього на сплав не беруть. Для письменники зробили виняток, і мені було якось маркотно на душі, що пліс не як робітник, а як капітан, хоч ніким не командую…; Вже два години ми на воді. Діти біжить від школи на заняття, машина сигнал подає – вітається шофер. Старий гуцул у сардаці, в рогатій шапці, з відомими мовами згадав, а літа його, мов ті дараби, попливли вже далі. Стоять старий… Губчук розкачує, що з частини дараби літ пішов пліс. (For the Cheremosh timber rafters, spring started early that year; on March 24, the first timber raft, decorated with little flags, started from the village of Usteriky, where the White and the Black Rivers meet, and a bit lower the river Putyla joins them from the Bukovynian side; As usual, cars took the timber rafters to the upper reaches of the rivers early on Monday morning; Though the timber rafters took the raft down from Bukovyna, though they worked for the Vyzhnytsia timber rafting firm, all of them were from the village of Vladiv-Rostoky; Under the Occupational Safety regulations, outsiders are not allowed on a timber raft. They made an exception for an author, and I felt uneasy about being idle on the raft – like a captain without a crew; We have already been on water for two hours. A group of children is running out of the school yard to watch the raft, a car is beeping – the driver is greeting us. An old Hutsul wearing a sardak and a horned hat, a pipe between his teeth, stands smiling – recollecting his youth; his young years, like darabas, have already floated away. The old man is standing still…)

In Ukrainian, the source word пліс (to) float and its directly/indirectly motivated derivatives поплис (float away), пліт (timber raft, raft), сплавляти (take a timber raft down the river), сплав (timber
rafting), сплавник (timber rafter), лісосплав (timber rafting), сплавконтора (timber rafting firm), плутозон (timber rafter, pilot), плутозонити (to raft timber) have the same root morpheme, but different lexical meanings; their sequential use in the text unites its parts into a single whole. These words are the key points in the thematic structure of the coherent text.

Word-formation paradigms and word-formation families help to achieve textual coherence, especially when the thematic unity is brought out by a (non-)derivative word in the title of a macro-text and is maintained in the story through the repetition of its derivatives that share the same base or root morpheme, but perform different functions.

For example, the theme of Vasyl Stefanyk’s novella Pid pys (The Signature) is encapsulated in its title; підпис (signature), a derivative verbal noun, is a semantically capacious word. The Signature is a story about how a little girl named Dotsia teaches illiterate old farmers to sign their names so that they do not have to pay уніц – the guarantor’s fee for signing a document. The theme is introduced in the title; then it develops, getting enriched with details and concrete facts, and comes to its logical conclusion due to the extensive use of derivatives that share the same root morpheme піс- (write, sign).

In rather a short novella, the author uses eighteen derivatives that share the same root, but belong to different parts of speech. The morpheme is the structural and semantic core of both the novella’s title and a group of nominal and verbal derivatives of the intransitive verb писати (write), it binds the text together, structurally and semantically. The source word is used in the very first sentence of the novella: Мала Досія ходила лавою поза плечі газді, що писали коло дового стола свої імена. (Little Dotsia was walking along the bench behind the farmers, who sat at a long table writing their names.) In the next sentence, the author uses a derivative, the nominal deverbalі писарі (scribes; here – the persons who learn to spell their names), which drives the story on: Грубими руками оті писарі обходили з кожного боку, зв'язки би найшліпше ім почати. (With their rough hands, those scribes tried to start from this end, then from that end.) The thematic unity of the next fragment is maintained through the repetition of the source word писати (write): A білявенька Досія заглядала до кожного, чи добре писати. (And fair-haired little Dotsia kept glancing at everybody’s paper to check whether they were writing well. ‘Dotsia, come ’ere, wha’ yeh say – how does it look?’ ‘Still looks toused – like raw yarn, yeh keep writin’. And the farmer would put the tip of a pencil into his mouth and start writing again.) There are two verbal derivatives that indicate the aspect of the action; they also ensure the thematic unity of the text: – Ану ж ко, глини на моє, бо я вже єго чешу другий вечір, аж ні груди больи. (‘C’mon, have a look at mine, cos I’m already neatin’ it fer two nights 

In the text, the deverbal nouns письма (writing) and уніц (the guarantor’s fee for signing a document) perform the same function. Due to its semantic and syntactic characteristics, the noun письмо can name the action conveyed by the source verb писати (write): Ви, молоді, і молоді, і вчителі, виджу, письма та я нічо не знаюте. (Look, yeh’re youin’, and I see yeh learn writin’, but yeh donna know nothin’.) It should be mentioned that in this novella, the deverbal noun письмо is also used in the meaning of писаний документ (a written document, a paper) that is semantically related to the verb писати: – Відбачте мене, пане, бо я непорозумів, а папері аж гезди. – Та й атепі з папері, та ї подав. – Так, – кажу, – дес е ве, бо я та писали всьоє складано, все письма. – Хлоп, – каже, – всьо дурний, гане цех зізму та я би не навичись навіть своє пореко на письмі поклопати. (‘I’m sorry, me lord, I didn’t get it, an’ the papers are here.’ An’ I pulled them out from me bosom and gave them ter’im. ‘It’s all somewhere there,’ I tell ’im, cos I put them all together, all them papers.’ ‘Yeh stupid peasants,’ say he, ’rot fer the whole winter an’ can’t even learn how ter write yer names ter sign a paper.’) The deverbal noun уніц, a derivative with the same root morpheme, is another means to provide the thematic unity of the text; it is one of the key components of its semantic structure: – Я, прошу, по-
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In conclusion therefore, the current study demonstrates that the totality of repeated adjacent and distant members of a paradigmatic grouping creates the thematic net of a literary work, binding together separate fragments of a text in accordance with the principle of thematic unity. As a result, each time a derivative appears in a text, it triggers associations that characterize the whole paradigmatic grouping, highlights the situation already known and indicates the direction in which the story develops [11, p. 90].

In the final part of the novella, its thematic unity is achieved through the use of perfect and non-perfect forms of the verb sign: підписати – підписувати; its deverbative noun підпис (signature) is used as the title of the novella: – Поклали смі гроші у скриньку, а сам до Дощі. Ти, Дощко, діда навчи підписати намено, наці діда немо гроші не напихає, бо вони напихані. Я волю тобі плахтиночку купити... – Та я накрила та й сте по селі перечули, та й сте з діда насміхалися. Але прийшло до крупного, трая вислі підписувати, а ви за дідом до Дощі. Я вам дорогу показав, що вже не мете гроші утратачами. (‘I put the money into a chest and went to Dotsia. “Look, Dotsia, teach the old man how to sign his name, why should he feel those greedy lords, they’re already stuffed full. I’d rather buy you a nice little plakhtka…” And she taught me how to sign me name an’ the rumour went around the village, an’ they laughed at the old man. But it so happened yeh had to sign promiss’ry notes, an’ all of yeh followed in me footsteps ter Dotsia. I showed you how not ter lose yer money.’)

Thus, the components of the word-formation family that share the same root morpheme пис (write, sign) serve as a kind of architectonic frame in the formal semantic structure of Stefanyk’s novella The Signature; they ensure a fundamental property of text – its thematic unity [3, p. 111–112].

M.M. Poliuzych is right to state that ‘The totality of repeated adjacent and distant members of a paradigmatic grouping creates the thematic net of a literary work, binding together separate fragments of a text in accordance with the principle of thematic unity. As a result, each time a derivative appears in a text, it triggers associations that characterize the whole paradigmatic grouping, highlights the situation already known and indicates the direction in which the story develops’ [11, p. 90].

In conclusion therefore, the current study demonstrates that word-formation units and categories carry out an important text-forming function. Textual unity at the local level can be achieved through the repetition of a formant or a base shared by derivatives in adjacent or distant sentences. The ‘source word – derivative’ word-formation procedure that establishes derivational relations has a great cohesive potential. Syntactic derivation is especially important for the unfolding and communicative progression of text. The components of complex word-formation units – word-formation paradigms, word-formation families – that share the same root morpheme, the bearer of general semantic meaning inherent in all members of a paradigmatic grouping, can be used as a means of textual coherence.
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У статті аналізуються словотворні засоби когезії та когерентності тексту. Встановлено, що локальну зв'язність тексту може забезпечувати повторення одного суфікса, префікса, конфікса або твірної основи в контактно чи дистантно розміщених реченнях невеликих сегментів тексту. Важливим чинником когезії тексту є словотворна пара "твірне – похідне". Особливо це характерно для синтаксичної деривації. Номіналізація дієслова – предиката вихідного речення, в якому воно є комунікативним ядром, та включення його до складу наступного речення, яке може бути розміщено безпосередньо або дистантно як тема забезпечує комунікативні перспективи висловлювання при розгортанні, прогресії тексту. Словотворні пари базової та результативної одиниць словотвору поза межами синтаксичної деривації – в мутації та модифікації теж можуть бути засобом реалізації когезії тексту. Як засіб когерентності тексту можуть використовуватися компоненти комплексних словотворніх одиниць – словотворних парадигм, словотворних гнізд. Ця їх властивість ґрунтується на спільністі кореневої морфеми – носія загальної семантичної ідеї, пригмаючої усім членам парадигматичного утворення.

Ключові слова: когезія, когерентність, текст, формант, твірна основа, словотворна парадигма, словотворне гніздо.